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These hypermetric syllables do not sound irregular when the
ballad is sung; they are absorbed easily by the melody, since
a long note can be divided into two short notes without any
sense of strain.	/
Secondly, there is "wrenched" accent as in "best sailor",
/	/
"a braid letter", and "deir master". It is typical of the ballads
that when a dissyllable comes at the end of a line, the metrical
stress goes on the second syllable, ignoring the accent of normal
speech, and this convention is found in all English folksong.
The rhythms of folksong do not always correspond to speech-
rhythms: the English language is used almost as if it were
French, in that full value may be given to normally unstressed
syllables. In this respect, folksong is at variance with modern
"art" song, in which the practice is to make the musical
stresses correspond to the speech-stresses; it is merely a
diiference of convention. Folksingers apparently find
wrenched accents quite natural. Both hypermetric syllables and
wrenched accents appear in another stanza of "Sir Patrick
Spens"17:
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late yes-treen   I > saw the ncwmoone,Wi the auld moonc in hir
arme,AndI   feir, I  feir,my dcirmaster,That we will cum to   harme.
To return to the Common Measure stanza, there is another
problem which ballad music may help us to solve. Since
usually, the second and fourth lines alone are rhymed, it has
been suggested that this stanza is really a couplet of seven-
stressed lines (7.7.) rather than a quatrain (4.3.4.3.). Gerould
says it is "quite certainly a couplet,"18 and he supports his
argument from the musical settings. He gives "a specimen
chosen almost at random", a variant of "Barbara Allen" (84)
from Greig's Last Leaves.

